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broadcasts are transmitted at a segment. what program should you

use to find out which station is causing this traffic? a. performance

monitor b. network monitor (*) c. server manager d. response probe

2. you want to create a capacity-planning baseline of internal

resource for your nt server. which tool you use? a. performance

monitor b. response probe (*) c. network monitor d. excel 3. how do

you set up a filter in network monitor in order to show traffic

generated from automatic ip adress assignement? a. include * anyb.

protocol==dns c. protocol==wins d. protocol==dhcp (*) 4. you

have 4 servers and 500 users. your users need to access the resources

at all servers. you need to have centralized account management and

administration.what is the most appropriate domain model? a. single

domain model (*) b. master domain model c. multiple master

domain d. complete trust model 5. your server has multiple

processors installed. which object should be measured if you want

only a single line in the graph of performance monitor to represent

all processes? a. processor time of the thread object b. processor time

of the process object c. processor time of the processor object d. total

processor time of the system object (*) 6.during printing checks your

printer jammed. checks can not be reprinted as it would violate

check. the printer is turned off and the jam cleared. how can you

print your check again? a. resume from printer menu b. resume from



document menu c. restart from document menu (*) d. pause printer

and restart again 7.since you added 7 bdcs to your network, network

traffic due to domain synchronization has increased.? this is slowing

down your network. what should you do to remedy this problem? a.

add more bdcs b. increase the value of the pulse concurrency settings

c. increase the value of the pulse setting (*) d. change the replicator
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